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On Jan. 12, the State Education Committee announced 
that China's public school teachers had to be paid by the New 
Year. Most teachers have not been paid at all for the past 
year, and total pay owed them is $35 million. Many have left 
teaching altogether, especially in the countryside, and in the 
cities many have gone to private schools. But whatever the 
Education Commission's intentions, it has no funds and no 
ability to force the local authorities to pay the teachers, Prof. 
William Jenner of Canberra National University told BBC in 
an interview. The fact is, the state is giving up responsibility 
for education in rural China. The number of children getting 
secondary or even primary education has gone down by one
third in rural China since the Deng Xiaoping reforms were 
first initiated, while the number of children has gone up by 
one-third. 

Scientist warns against 
ecologist 'totalitarianism' 

French scientist Haroun Tazieff warned that "ecologist 
catastrophism" based on a "deification of the earth and 
nature," could bring about a new Hitlerite "totalitarian
ism" and foster the murder of millions of poorer, non
white peoples, in an interview in the Paris daily Le Figaro 
on Jan. 4. 

Tazieff, who wrote the preface to the book, The Holes 
in the Ozone Scare, and is a leading volcanologist in 
France, was asked his reaction to the evaluations made 
by some top meteorologists, who attribute a greaf and 
alarming significance to the current bad weather in Eu
rope. Tazieff said that the weather is indeed strange, but it 

is not abnormal, historically, for the weather to go through 

some strange patterns. 
Tazieff rejected outright the suggestion "that this un

ruliness is witness to a more important disorder, caused 
by human industry": "I know nothing about it, and nobody 
knows anything about it," he said. "There are catastroph
ists, but I am not one of them. We can talk about a heating 
up of the climate only insofar as everything is taken into 
consideration rigorously, by integrating all the measure
ments of the planet. The majority are happy to observe the 
climate from France, Switzerland, or Baden-Wur
temburg." 

Science has no 'democratic majority' 
As for the supposed majority of scientists who support 

such theories as the ozone hole or global warming, Tazieff 
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Warnings of troubles to come 
In this situation, the national government is making some 

I 
fast moves, but voices of caution continue to be raised. On 
Jan. 1, China's new tax and ba I

king policies went into effect, 
without prior announcement. �ithin days, there were reports 
that Deng Xiaoping, at 89 still lChina's center of power, had 
appeared in various provinces, to demonstrate that he is still 
alive and to throw his weight behind the fast-track faction. 
Hongkong's Wen Wei Bao, a known mouthpiece for Beijing, 
announced that he had appeared on Jan. I in Shanghai, the 
place of his last appearance the Iyear before. The South China 
Morning Post of Hongkong quoted one Chinese official say
ing that "the central [Communi t] Party leadership is faltering 

I 
and the patriarch fears that rad'cal reforms cannot be imple-
montoo without, 'ITong oont"

I
" 

answered, "} don't know that, 'n science, the concept of ? 

the democratic majority has an usefulness whatsoever-' 
it could even be a major imbeciity. We know of too many 
new hypotheses that are critici2 ed and fought against by a 
majority of scientists. Becaus the scientific majority is 
like all other corporatist maj< rities, it groups together 
the mediocre. Withoutmentio ing that quality which the 
scientists share with, among ot ers, artists-jealousy." 

In this connection, Tazieff ited "the case of Professor 
Benveniste, and his hypothesi on the memory of water. 
I don' t understand anything 0 wha t he is doing, I am 
incapable of taking a position, t ut that has no importance. 
What matters, is that they mak the worst problems for a 
scholar of great value, who is )roposing a revolutionary 
discovery. That is typical." B nveniste and his historic 
experiments wi th water were th subject of a witchhunting 
campaign led by Nature magaz ne, which used extraordi
narily brutal measures to ostrac ze him as a fraud. 

Asked about the "alarmist n anner of speaking" which 
many environmental researche"S often use, Ta,zieff said: 
"Alarmism and catastrophism serve to make some people 
rich, abet their drive for wealth1and vanity. But I strongly 
fear that this is not the WhOle�. oblem. In the domain of 
the enVironment, I .. s
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ophism is only at 
the service of a totalitarianism f a new type, based on the 
new deification of the earth an of nature. I was 19 years 
old in 1933, and I shall recall nti! my last day, that the 
three first laws imposed by h itlee were the three first 
ecologist laws in the world. I fe lI" that this movement bas, 
as its only tendency, to separ te on one side the rich, . 
white-skinned peoples, inc1udir g in this the Japanese, and 
on the other side the impoverished, dark-skinned people' 

with the key point being to put millions of human beings 
to death." 

-Mark Burdman 
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